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ABSTRACT
Thermal Modelling and Validation of Heat Profiles in an RF Plasma Micro-Thruster
Alec Henken
The need and demand for propulsion devices on nanosatellites has grown over the
last decade due to interest in expanding nanosatellite mission abilities, such as attitude control, station-keeping, and collision avoidance. One potential micro-propulsion
device suitable for nanosatellites is an electrothermal plasma thruster called Pocket
Rocket. Pocket Rocket is a low-power, low-cost propulsion platform specifically designed for use in nanosatellites such as CubeSats. Due to difficulties associated with
integrating propulsion devices onto spacecraft such as volume constraints and heat
dissipation limitations, a characterization of the heat generation and heat transfer
properties of Pocket Rocket is necessary.
Several heat-transfer models of Pocket Rocket were considered as a part of this
analysis to determine viability and complexity of the analysis, including a lumped
thermal model, a finite-element model written in MATLAB, and a finite-volume
model constructed using ANSYS Fluent and environmental conditions to closely reflect the experimental environment, both steady-state and transient. Results were validated experimentally. A Pocket Rocket thruster was manufactured for this purpose,
and data regressed against model predictions to compare the validity of predicted
models.
Thermal models compared favorably to experimental measurements, accurately
predicting the temperatures obtained at the surface of the thruster within 10 Kelvin
after 1.5 hours of operation as well as the temporally-dependent temperature increases
during the duration of operation within a standard error of ±6 Kelvin. Mission and
integration viability is found to be favorable and within the realm of practicality for
use of Pocket Rocket on nanosatellites.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Space travel is an exceedingly difficult and challenging endeavour, requiring the efforts
of thousands of researchers, engineers, educators, and talented people to build on
each other’s accomplishments to achieve the improbable. The goal of this thesis is to
provide a small addition to this vast pool of knowledge in the hopes of pushing us a
little farther to understanding our universe.
A large part of this knowledge is understanding and characterizing the emerging
technologies being developed for space travel[3]. One of these technologies currently
in development is an electrothermal plasma microthruster, aptly named ”Pocket
Rocket”, developed at Australian National University[2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. While the
technology has been shown to be reliable and its performance ideal for nanosatellite use, implementation challenges go beyond operability. Thermal management of
propulsion devices proves to be difficult, and thermal challenges influence downstream
processes such as design and mission capabilities of the satellite[2, 4, 9].
The goal of this analysis is to accurately characterize the thermal behavior of
Pocket Rocket. This information will hopefully guide development for implementation
of this propulsion device on future nanosatellites, expanding the capabilities and
decreasing costs of on-board propulsion for CubeSats.

1

1.1 CubeSat Propulsion Technologies

CubeSat technology has emerged in the last 20 years as a successful platform for
modular, inexpensive nanosatellite missions based on a common form factor[10, 11,
10]. These satellites operate on a scale of 10-30 centimeters and have a mass of
only a few kilograms[12]. To date, over 800 CubeSats have been launched, and
further growth of the mission scope and quantity of CubeSat missions is expected
to expand[11, 13, 10].
Further demand for broadening mission capabilities of CubeSats has prompted
the need for on-board micropropulsion capabilities, enabling attitude control, station
maintenance, altitude changes, and deorbiting[14]. These challenges are addressed
in varying degrees by the recent development of micropropulsion technologies that
are specifically designed for CubeSat use while overcoming the difficulty of keeping
these systems lightweight, efficient, and inexpensive [15, 13]. These micropropulsion technologies are typically categorized into three types: Chemical, Cold Gas,
and Electric[16]. These devices can deliver thrust values in the millinewton range
and impulse values in the micronewton-second range [17]. Relationships for thruster
performance values in this paper are outlined below[18]:

1.1.1 Chemical Propulsion
Chemical Propulsion relies on the combustion of a fuel/oxidizer combination, or in
the case of a monopropellant reaction, a catalyst enables single-fuel ignition, such
as a hydrazine system. Propulsive energy is derived from an exothermal reaction,
releasing chemical potential energy in the form of heat and kinetic energy. Chemical
propulsion technologies, while used extensively in large spacecraft, encounter specific
difficulties when implemented in smaller spacecraft, such as mixing losses in small

2

combustion chambers and thermal control challenges due to higher surface-to-volume
ratios in the system [17, 13].

1.1.1.1 Solid Chemical Motors
Solid chemical motors have the benefit of high specific impulse and few challenges
with propellant storage and delivery. For this reason, solid motors appear to be
an ideal choice for nanosatellites. The disadvantages of using solid motors on small
satellites, however, is difficulty in controlling thrust throttling and in general, they are
not restartable. Hybrid rockets can address some of these difficulties at the expense
of increased system complexity [17].

1.1.1.2 Liquid Chemical Motors
Liquid chemical motors, while historically reliable and well-researched, introduce challenges concerning propellant storage and delivery. In larger liquid rockets, propellants
are stored under high pressure and delivery is facilitated by turbopumps. Adapting
these systems to nanosatellites and scaling down these large systems offers diminishing
returns in the realm of performance and cost. Additionally, liquid propulsion systems
have added difficulty controlling propellant ratios and ensuring complete mixing and
combustion. Additional simplicity can be achieved by using a monopropellant system
such as hydrazine, but these systems can be dangerous to implement and still require
propellant storage. [13, 16].

1.1.2 Cold Gas Propulsion
Cold gas thrusters are some of the smallest propulsion devices available for satellites.
Cold gas thrusters, unlike chemical rockets, derive their propulsive energy from conversion from potential kinetic energy to kinetic energy. The potential energy in a cold
3

gas rocket system is typically stored in a high-pressure on-board vessel that stores the
gas propellant. Potential propellants are usually inert gasses, such as Nitrogen (N2 )
or Argon (Ar). Cold gas systems provide a very low specific impulse, but with the
tradeoff of being simple systems with few thermal management considerations. These
systems can easily be integrated with thrust vectoring capability and do not rely on
complex gas delivery systems or ignition challenges like with chemical rockets[17].
Cold gas thrusters are some of the most commonly used on small satellites, primarily due to their decreased cost and complexity compared to other options. Several
CubeSat missions have flown successfully using cold gas thrusters for attitude control
and in test missions [13].

1.1.3 Electric Propulsion
In electric propulsion, electric energy is converted into kinetic energy of an inert propellant. Electric propulsion technologies can use uncompressed propellant or work in
conjunction with pressurized propellant similar to a cold gas thruster[18]. Electricity
can be generated via solar cells on the spacecraft, limiting storage to only the amount
of inert propellant stored on-board and the power generation equpiment. For spacecraft with limited volume, this has the benefit of reducing the amount of space an
electric thruster system will take up as well as the amount of mass budget taken up
by propulsion on a spacecraft. Often, when pressurized systems are added to electric propulsion methods, electric propulsion can benefit from the additional stored
potential energy in the pressure tanks[19, 20, 21].

1.1.3.1 Electrostatic Thrusters
There exist a large variety of thrusters that fit in the category of electric propulsion.
One type, for instance, is a group of devices called Electrostatic Thrusters. These de4

vices excite a propellant, solid or liquid, turning it into an ionized fluid. The thruster
also creates an electrostatic charge differential across the length of the thruster, accelerating the propellant to high velocities. Propellant exit velocities of these thrusters
can be quite high, making them excellent candidates for satellites where propellant
storage is limited. They are also, however, complex to design and manufacture, and
ionized plasmas often cause wall erosion in materials typically required to make these
thrusters[22].
The most common type of electrostatic thrusters are ion thrusters. Some specific
types of ion thrusters are RF, DC, and Microwave ion thrusters. The mechanism of
ionizing the propellant gas is by means of electromagnetic excitation; the mechanism
of excitation differs between the different types. An electrostatic grid accelerates the
ionized propellant into the thruster plume.
Hall Effect thrusters rely on perpendicular magnetic and electric field interaction
to ionize propellant and propel it into the exhaust plume. Hall Effect ionization occurs
by perpendicular electric and magnetic fields that trap electrons and strip them from
the propellant molecules. An electric field generated by an external cathode and
accelerates the ionized propellant.
Electrospray thrusters take advantage of the properties of an ionic liquid propellant and subsequent electrostatic propagation of ionized spray from the propellant
surface. This spray is electrostatically accelerated and can be directed into an exhaust
plume to generate thrust.
Additional elecrostatic thruster types include FEEP (Field Emission Electric Propulsion) and colloid ion thrusters. These thrusters both utilize a propellant emitter, such
as a capillary or needle injector to deliver ionized propellant to an electrostatic accelerator, which accelerates the propellant. This emitter system removes the need for
gaseous discharge like in other ion thrusters, which simplifies propellant storage and
pressurization.
5

1.1.3.2 Electrothermal Thrusters
Non-plasma electrothermal thrusters do not ionize propellant, and so rely solely on
thermal expansion of heated gasses to accelerate the propellant. This can be achieved
in a number of different ways, but in each of these methods, electricity is converted to
thermal energy, which heats a propellant gas in a heat exchanger. The propellant gas
increases in pressure, and expands without combustion. Nozzles can be added, similar
to chemical thrusters to increase particle velocities. One benefit of electrothermal
thrusters is that the propellant can be pressurized, similar to cold gas systems, thereby
adding additional kinetic energy to the propellant in concert with thermal energy.
Resistojets are the most common forms of electrothermal thrusters. In resistojets,
the propellant is heated via an electroresistive element. Resistojets have the benefit
of using either liquid or gaseous propellant, which can reduce the volume dedicated
to propellant storage. When combined with a pressurized propellant tank, resistojets
can take advantage of the benefits attributed to cold gas thrusters as well, such as
ease of thrust control and the ability to achieve small impulse bits. One issue with
resistojets, however, is attributed to the slow heating of electroresistive materials,
which limits the temporal usability of the heating element and creates a different
amount of gas heating throughout a thrust maneuver since much of the power is used
to change the temperature of the resistive element at the beginning of a burn. This
can make thrust profiles unpredictable for precise maneuvers.
Arcjets are similar to resistojets in that heating comes from electrical resistance
in an element. The difference between resistojets and arcjets is that arcjets use a
spark gap in the propellant medium as the resistive element. In this way, the issue of
pre-heating the resistive element is alleviated in arcjets compared to resistojets since
any energy heating the resistive element ends up in the propellant.
One emerging technology in micropropulsion is the miniturization of electrother6

mal thrusters that use plasma generation as a means to heat a gas and accelerate the
propellant. Like electrostatic thrusters, plasma eletrothermal thrusters can prove to
be an advantage over cold gas thrusters in that electric energy is used to additionally
accelerate the propellant. Whereas ion thrusters create an elecrostatic field to accelerate the ionized plasma, plasma thrusters use the natural heating of the plasma to
create gas expansion and accelerate propellant neutrals to produce thrust.[22].
Microwave Electothermal Thrusters (MET) heat the propellant gas volumetrically
as it is released[22]. In a microwave electrothermal thruster, microwave energy at
2.45GHz is focused into the resonant chamber using an antenna, creating a freefloating plasma in the propellant gas (usually an inert gas like argon or nitrogen).
The benefit of microwave electrothermal thrusters over arcjets is that there is no
cathode/anode to encounter plasma ablation, thereby increasing the potential lifetime
of a thruster.
Radio Frequency Electrothermal Thrusters (RFET) operate by using electricity
to produce an RF signal that excites the propellant through ion-neutral collisions
between ions in the plasma bulk. Propellant is heated in this interaction, which
expands and is accelerated into the plume, producing thrust[23].

1.1.3.3 Electromagnetic Thrusters
Electromagnetic Plasma Thrusters rely on Lorentz forces to accelerate ionized propellant particles. While the mechanism of ionization can vary between technologies,
the mechanism of propellant acceleration is shared.
Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPT) are perhaps the most well-known electromagnetic
plasma thruster. Pulsed plasma thrusters rely upon a high current arc across the
surface of a solid propellant, usually Teflon. At the arc/propellant interface, the
material is ablated and ionized, accelerating it into the exhaust plume. The electric
7

arc only lasts for a few microseconds. This process is repeated in small bursts to
control the amount of thrust over long periods of time. Pulsed plasma thrusters have
the benefit of high propellant density and simple propellant storage requirements,
making them ideal for use on microsatellites[24, 15].

1.2 Pocket Rocket

Figure 1.1 – Pocket Rocket Thruster during operation.

Pocket Rocket is a type of radio frequency electrothermal plasma thruster developed at the Space Plasma, Power and Propulsion laboratory at Australian National
University[2]. Pocket Rocket was designed specifically for use in small satellites such
as CubeSats; it uses a low amount of power and it is lightweight and small. While
Pocket Rocket is a scalable device capable of scaling increase or decrease depending on
the application, a single device will be explored in this paper. The device described in
this paper, while usable in a space environment and integratable onboard a spacecraft,
was designed primarily for measurements in a laboratory environment[2, 4].
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1.2.1 Previous Work
It has been previously demonstrated that low-pressure nano-scale ( 1cm) capacitivelycoupled plasma plumes can be maintained at pressures in the range of 1-500 mTorr.
These plasma discharges are ideal for micropropulsion uses due to high-velocity accelerations as a result of gas expansion[8]. It is known that creating these plasmas can
be achieved at much lower voltages in RF breakdown than dc breakdown[25]. This
plasma mechanism is attractive for implementing as propulsion devices on satellites,
specifically CubeSats, with small volume and power budgets [26].
Initial work to developing a thruster using this mechanism was initially undertaken by investigating the method of plasma heating speculated in first observations. Measurements of neutral gas heating were taken using rotovibrational band
matching second positive Nitrogen system. This work describes the differences in
plasma temperatures for two different propellants, Argon and Nitrogen, and found
that capacitively-coupled Nitrogen plasmas in the RF system reach temperatures of
395-530K, while Argon plasma reached temperatures of 834-1090K. This measurement, along with confirmation of neutral gas heating in the thrust plume confirms
that Pocket Rocket has potential for micropropulsion applications [7, 27].
Further work investigates the heating mechanisms of the capacitively-coupled RF
plasma. Plasma bulk heating mechanisms and wall interactions were investigated
and discovered. These mechanisms drive both propellant heating and heating of the
thruster body, and help predict the behavior and mechanism of thruster body heating
that are predicted here [6].
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1.2.2 Mechanism of Operation
1.2.2.1 Plasma Heating
Pocket Rocket uses capacitively-coupled RF energy to heat a propellant gas, exciting
it into a plasma. Through ionic interaction and propellant heating and expansion, the
propellant is accelerated out of the thruster to produce thrust. It is shown that by
heating the propellant, the thrust generated is greater than thrust from the gas stream
itself [5]. Plasma breakdown of a gas requires exceeding the ionization potential of
the neutral gas. Once plasma breakdown occurs, it causes free electrons to interact
with neutral gas molecules, creating electron-ion pairs. Further collisions in the gas
medium propagate additional ionizing collisions, which leads to a cascade effect that
sustains the plasma bulk[8, 25].
RF plasma breakdown occurs when the applied RF signal exceeds the breakdown
voltage (Vbr ) for a given chamber distance, frequency power, and gas pressure. RF
energy is provided at 13.56 MHz as required by Industrial, Scientific and Medical
(ISM) band requirements, and regulated at 10 Watts forward power. The majority
of heating in Pocket Rocket occurs from volumetric heating of the propellant in the
chamber, which occurs via ion-neutral collisions in the plasma bulk. Secondary heating occurs from wall effects; ion bombardment of the alumina chamber surface causes
additional heating which, by convection, heats the propellant gas.

1.2.2.2 Propellant
Pocket Rocket has the capability of using a number of different propellants, including
Argon (Ar), Nitrogen (N2 ), Hydrogen (H2 ), and Carbon Dioxide (CO2 ) gasses. Of
the available gasses, the performance values of Argon were most desirable. Argon
propellant yielded highest neutral gas heating when used in Pocket Rocket, and so this
10

gas will be used in the analysis for this paper and for future works in the investigation
of this thruster[7].
Pocket Rocket operates at a steady-state pressure that drives flow through the
plasma chamber. This pressure, however, affects the pressure-distance parameter
which affects the minimum plasma breakdown voltage (Vbr ) discussed earlier. As a
result, for this geometry (4.2mm inner diameter), the characteristic pressure-distance
parameter (pd) corresponding to the minimum plasma breakdown voltage occurs at
specific pressures for different gas propellants according to the Paschen curve:

Table 1.1 – Pressure values for listed propellant gas types. These values are for

Propellant Gas

Pressure for minimum Pbr (torr)

Ar

1.5

CO2

1.2

N2

2.5

1.2.2.3 Power System
Pocket Rocket runs on 10W forward RF power at 13.56 MHz. To supply this power
in the laboratory requires a signal generator, amplifier, and matching network. The
purpose of the signal generator is to supply a 13.56 MHz sinusoidal signal, which the
amplifier then amplifies to 10 Watts RF power.
Delivery of this signal to Pocket Rocket requires further changes to the power
system. In any RF system, the designed delivery impedance of the amplifier must be
matched to the impedance of all components after the amplifier. A matched state
ensures all power delivered by the amplifier is delivered to the components and not
reflected. While most of the cables, connectors, and adapters to connect Pocket
11

Rocket to the power system could be tuned to provide a matched impedance to the
RF amplifier, the nature of a laboratory environment adds a level of uncertainty to
the network that makes this task complex. As a result, a matching network must be
placed between the amplifier and the cables connected to Pocket Rocket. This is the
best way that it can be assured that Pocket Rocket receives the power predicted in
the experiment.
Power is delivered to Pocket Rocket via an insulated SMA connector on the outside of the thruster. The conductor is then attached to the ring electrode in the center
of the thruster (Figure 1.2a). This shape of antenna, a toroidal antenna, maximizes
RF concentration at the center of the loop, where the plasma is formed. RF propagation outside of the torus is effectively shielded by the aluminum housing, preventing
interference and loss of energy.

(a) Electrode subassembly of the Pocket (b)

Far-field pattern of a toroidal

Rocket thruster. RF energy is concen- antenna,

showing

propagation

of

trated in the center of the torus, where horizontally-polarized RF field (Red)
the plasma is generated.

and vertically-polarized field (Black).

Figure 1.2 – Pocket Rocket electrode and corresponding radiation pattern.
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CHAPTER 2
Analytic Model

The primary goal of this work is to characterize the heat profiles of Pocket Rocket
during operation. The first task to complete this is to create a model of the thruster
that most closely represents the real operating conditions encountered in the laboratory. The best way to do this is to create multiple models to validate one another
before proceeding to test the thruster in the laboratory. By doing this, we achieve
two things: 1) A sturdy, validated model that will provide a foundation for predicting
behavior of the thruster under experimental conditions, and 2) A blind dataset that
ensures proper comparison of results to suggest changes to the prediction methods[9].
Three models are chosen to model the temperature profiles through the thruster
body. A lumped thermal model is used for general surface temperature estimates
to validate further models. While this model is simple, it has limitations: it does
not account for lateral heat transfer, and it only provides descrete solutions between
domains. For this reason, it is used primarily as a sanity check.
Due to conduction being the primary heating mechanism of Pocket Rocket, a
finite element thermal model is also constructed. A finite element model overcomes
the limitations of lateral heat transfer, transient heating, and continuous solutions.
This is investigated as another potential model for Pocket Rocket heating due to its
simplicity and ease of access to future work. It will be used to validate work done in
other models.
A final finite volume model is also formulated in order to accommodate continuous
solutions across the thruster body and to facilitate a final flow simulation that models
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convective heat transfer from the heated plasma bulk. This model is the most complete, and illustrates the complete heating mechanisms of the Pocket Rocket thruster.

2.1 Preliminary Work

Before proceeding with modelling, best practices for multi-method analytic technique
are followed:
1. Simplifying assumptions and equations are stated for each method and comparative assumptions are shared between methods.
2. Geometries are defined and universal between methods.
3. Boundary conditions are defined and universal between methods.
These best practices ensure comparability between modes of modelling, and provide a foundation for experimentation to validate the results. These practices also
ensure repeatability for future modelling of different thrusters, environments, etc.

2.1.1 Governing Equations
The three possible modes of heat transfer are conduction, convection, and radiation.
These equations are used to calculate flux for these heat transfer modes[28][9].
The heat transfer of conduction equation according to Fourier’s Law:
qcond = kA

dT
dn

(2.1)

Where
Table 2.1 – Variable names for conduction equation.

−W m−1 K −1

k

Thermal conductivity

A

Cross sectional area

dT
dn

Temperature gradient across the area normal n

m2
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Km−1

Heat transfer of convection from a surface to an adjacent fluid by Newtons Law of
Cooling:

qconv = hA(Tsolid − Tf luid )

(2.2)

Table 2.2 – Variable names for convection equation.

W m−2 K −1

h

Convective heat transfer coefficient

A

Cross sectional area

m2

Tsolid

Temperature at the surface of the solid body

K

Tf luid

Temperature of the remote fluid

K

Net heat transfer by radiation from a small solid body to large surroundings can be
derived from the Stefan-Boltmann law to be:

 4

4
qrad = σA Tsolid
− T∞

(2.3)

Table 2.3 – Variable names for radiation equation.

5.67e − 8W m−2 K −4

σ

Stefan-Boltzmann constant



Surface emissivity

−

Temperature at the surface of the solid body

K

Ambient temperature of the remote radiation source n

K

Tsolid
T∞
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The Heat Equation is the analytic model derived from Fourier’s law and conservation of energy used to describe the distribution of heat in a body over time:

∂u
= α∇2 u + q̇
∂t

(2.4)

Or specifically relating to heat transfer,

ρcp

∂T
− ∇ · (k∇T ) = q̇V
∂t

(2.5)

Where
Table 2.4 – Variable names for heat transfer equation.

ρ

Material density

cp

Specific heat capacity

∇

Laplace operator

k

Thermal conductivity

T

Temperature

q̇V

Volumetric Heat Source

kgm−3
Jkg −1 K −1
−
Km−1
K
W m−3

Given the geometry of Pocket Rocket, ∇2 can be expanded into cylindrical coordinates and this equation can be expressed for a cylindrical body:

∂T
1 ∂
ρcP
−
∂t
r ∂r







∂T
1 ∂
∂T
∂
∂T
r·k
+ 2
k
+
k
= q̇V
∂r
r ∂θ
∂θ
∂z
∂z
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(2.6)

2.1.2 Assumptions
In order to use models to predict the behavior of our thruster, simplifying assumptions
about the state of our thruster must be made. These assumptions dictate the state
space for our equations, the boundary conditions we use, and the geometry of our
problem.
Generalized Assumptions:
1. Contact thermal resistance is neglected between material interfaces.
2. Radiation between inner materials is neglected.
3. Thermal conductivity of materials is constant.
4. Boundary conditions are uniformly distributed.
5. No volumetric heat generation from thruster body.
These assumptions come from the characteristics of the stated problem, or by uncertainties in the thruster construction. Contact thermal resistances rely on contact
pressure, surface roughness, flatness, radiation, and interstitial materials. While possible to measure, variance in contact surfaces can be large, and a simple conservative
approach is to assume a seamless material interface. For an accurate model of this
behavior, surface roughness, emissivity, interface continuity, and static pressure must
be known, which is difficult if not impossible. The assumption of seamless heat transfer gives the largest possibility for a worst-case scenario: high temperatures at the
outer surface of Pocket Rocket that impede ease of spacecraft use.
Volumetric heat generation in the solid body of the thruster is ignored due to the
relatively small contribution of thermal losses in the RF components compared to
the gas heating. Two ANSYS FVM models will be considered, one with only wall
heating, and one with both wall heating and volumetric gas heating.
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2.1.2.1 Geometric Assumptions
Pocket Rocket is not just one thruster, but a generalized architecture for thruster
design that changes geometry based on the requirements of the mission. While there
are benefits to this flexibility, it makes analysis difficult. For this reason, a common
platform geometry is assumed for Pocket Rocket to be used in our thermal analysis.

Figure 2.1 – Defined Pocket Rocket profile geometry from [2]. Copper is chosen for
electric conductivity purposes, and Macor for thermal insulation.

Figure 2.1 shows an assumed geometry based on the development done at Australian National University on Pocket Rocket. This thruster is defined as an axisymmetric profile revolved around a central axis. Since this paper builds on previous
work on Pocket Rocket, the geometry will be preserved in the analysis.
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(a) Section view of idealized (b) Quarter profile section view of
idealized thruster.

thruster.

Figure 2.2 – Two cutaway section views of our idealized thruster

This idealized geometry is defined as axisymmetric, and reduces the state space
of our equation by reducing the geometry to two dimensions. This has a number of
benefits, including reducing computation time for our analysis and allowing a number
of different thermal analysis techniques. The primary is a reduction of dimensionality
to our heat transfer equation. The 2D axisymmetric heat equation then becomes:

1 ∂
∂T
ρcP
−
∂t
r ∂r





∂T
∂
∂T
r·k
+
k
= q̇V
∂r
∂z
∂z

(2.7)

2.1.3 Boundary Conditions
One of the most critical driving variables for any sort of engineering modelling is the
definition of the conditions at the boundaries of the system. For a model like this,
an assumption can be made that the boundaries have a constant boundary condition
across the surface, as mentioned above.
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The boundary conditions chosen depend primarily on expected environmental
conditions of the system. Although Pocket Rocket is expected to operate in low orbit
satellite conditions, the prediction methods are intended to validate the results found
in the laboratory. For this reason, the boundary conditions chosen depend on the
expected environment inside the test chamber.

2.1.3.1 Environmental Chamber
Pocket Rocket will be operated inside a High Vacuum Equipment Corporation (HVEC)
350 liter bell jar chamber evacuated to a few millitorr. Pocket Rocket is suspended in
the chamber by the stainless steel propellent supply lines, exposing the outer surfaces
to radiation from the chamber. Given the interface between Pocket Rocket and the
chamber is minimal, it is ignored. Since the chamber operates at pressures of <1
torr, natural and forced convection are not considered. The boundary condition on
the outside of Pocket Rocket will therefore be assumed to be pure radiation.

Edge

Boundary Condition

1

Pure Radiation

2

Heat Flux

Figure 2.3 – Boundary Condition assumptions and geometries
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Radiation at the outer boundaries of Pocket Rocket needs to be established to
determine an accurate boundary condition. Emissivity values for the chamber and
the outer thruster body are necessary, as well as far-field temperature of the chamber
body[29]. View factors are assumed to be equal to 1 since there are no self-facing
features of the body on this model. Temperature readings of chamber were taken at
the beginning and end of each experiment of the chamber, and found to be between
295-304 K, and so 300 Kelvin was used.
Table 2.5 – Emissivity values for selected materials [1].

Material

αs

s

Steady State Temperature (K)

As-machined 304 Stainless Steel

0.47

0.14

300

As-machined 6061 Aluminum

0.16

0.03

Touter

2.1.3.2 Plasma Flux
The boundary condition of the inner surface of Pocket Rocket (Labelled 2 in Figure
2.3) is the most important boundary condition to define. Plasma plume heating is
difficult to reduce to a heat flux due to the complexity of wall effects, convective
effects, and irradiation. For this reason, the heat flux must be estimated from values
known about the thruster.
Estimates of the heat flux at the inner boundary of Pocket Rocket are obtained
from [2]. These values are calculated from ion counts and individual ion energy
density of 7.0 x 1018 J per ion. Values given for Pocket Rocket performance using
Argon propellant include a 10 Watt delivery power. From values stated in the paper,
a wall flux of 2050 W/m2 exists at the inner boundary of Pocket Rocket. This power
is from ion bombardment and accounts for the majority of thruster heating, but
warm gas convective effects exist. This fluid boundary condition will be explored in
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a final FEA model to compare to experimental values as an approach to determine
the amount of heat transfer into the thruster body attributable to convection.
For the final special consideration, the fluid boundary condition is defined at the
thruster input as Argon gas at 1.5 torr with volumetric heating. Plume power (Ppl )
values from [2] are used for volumetric gas heating estimates, and adjusted to match
observed values. This should give a good estimate of how much convective power is
expended to heat the thruster versus how much energy remains in the thrust plume.

2.1.3.3 Material Properties
Properties found for materials used were found using MatWeb material property
database with values for commonly used and studied materials and manufacturer
datasheets[1]. Materials and properties used in the construction of Pocket Rocket are
listed below in Table 2.6:

Table 2.6 – Material properties for selected materials.

Material

Conductivity W/(mK)

Density J/(kg o C)

Heat Capacity J/kg

Alumina

40

3950

880

Copper

385

8960

386

Macor

1.46

2520

790

Aluminum 6061T6

200

2700

900

2.1.4 Methodology
Three methods were used to investigate and predict the heat transfer behavior of
Pocket Rocket, each of increasing complexity and power. First, a lumped thermal
model of Pocket rocket was created to determine preliminary values expected from
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our other models. Next, a finite element model was created to increase the state
space to two dimensions. Then finally, a finite volume model was created to have
precise control over boundary conditions and finalize the solutions obtained from our
analysis. Two FEM models are made: one purely using boundary flux to express heat
conduction through Pocket Rocket, and one that includes the effects of convection
from the heated gasses. This second heating mechanism is predicted to be a smaller,
secondary heating mode [6].

2.1.4.1 Lumped Thermal Model
The first method chosen was a multi-element, multiple material steady-state lumped
thermal model. This model was chosen as a preliminary validation calculation for
further modelling. The governing principle of a lumped thermal model is to reduce
the state space of a thermal model to a finite dimension. Thermal resistances and
capacitances are modelled as linearized elements in series and parallel. The lumped
thermal model for Pocket Rocket is derived from the geometry illustrated in Figure
2.2b. The geometry is a 2-dimensional cross-section around an axis of revolution.
Since a lumped thermal model reduces the state space of our problem to 1 dimension, a limitation of this technique is that no lateral heat transfer is accounted for.
This assumption should be remembered when discussing the results of this model.
As such, boundary conditions for the lumped thermal model are shown in Table 2.7
Table 2.7 – Lumped Thermal Model Boundary Conditions

Boundary

Condition

Values

Inner Surface

Heat Flux

2050W/m2

Outer Surface

Radiation

 = .15 T∞ = 300K
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Figure 2.4 – Dividing up the geometry was done to preserve material boundaries
and allow for descritization of the two-dimensional problem.

The first step to creating the model is to divide the geometry into sections of
linear resistance. These sections serve to divide up the material zones into analyzable
sections that are suited for the lumped thermal model. Each of these sections will
have a resistance, and the system is treated as an electric circuit. The sections of
division are shown in Figure 2.5:

Figure 2.5 – Defined Pocket Rocket profile regions used for lumped thermal model.
Note that sections 2 and 1 are repeated due to the symmetry across the midline.
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Within each zone are divided single-material sections that each describe a single
material with 1-dimensional thermal resistance:

Rsection =

L
kA

(2.8)

Where k is the thermal conductivity of the material, A is the cross-sectional area of
the section, and L is the length of the section. The resistance of a zone is simply the
resistances of the constituent sections in series. The relation becomes additive:

Rzone =

n
X

Rsection,i

(2.9)

i=1

Where n is the number of sections per zone.
These resistances are transformed into a heat flow network with end-to-end boundary conditions. The heat flow network circuit is shown in Figure 2.6. The system of
resistances is reduced to a single ordinary differential equation.

Figure 2.6 – Circuit diagram of the lumped resistive zones shown in Figure 2.5.
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The differential equations and subsequent boundary conditions were solved using
Engineering Equation Solver (EES). From these calculations, the boundary temperatures were found and used to validate boundary temperatures obtained from other
methods. Program code can be found in Appendix C.

2.1.4.2 Finite Element Model
In order to visualize the spatial temperature gradient across the thruster profile, a
two-dimensional finite element model was created. The geometry in Figure 2.2b was
replicated using material boundaries and properties found in Table 2.4. Boundary
conditions were recreated from Figure 2.3.
A second-order central difference spatial and central difference temporal derivative, also known as the Crank-Nicolson method was used to solve the FDM[30]. The
primary tool used for this method was MATLAB’s PDE Toolbox, which allows for geometry creation, boundary definitions, meshing, and solving in one software package.
Geometry as defined in PDE Toolbox is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 – Defined geometry and material zones for MATLAB PDE Solver.
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Discretization of the state space was done using mesh initialization function in
MATLAB, which divides the functional area into triangular elements and creates the
array of nodes that will be used to solve the system of differential equations. Care was
taken to create smaller elements near the high flux boundary condition near the high
flux region at the bottom of the state geometry to account for larger heat gradients
between these nodes. Shown in Figure 2.8 is the resultant mesh created for the state
space illustrated in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.8 – Meshed geometry in PDE toolbox.

Nodal equations were derived from Poisson’s formula and adapted for a centerdifference temporal differential and central spatial difference for a 2D plate:

∂T
∂T
+
+g =0
∂x
∂y

(2.10)

This equation was discretized using a centered-difference model becomes:

Ti+1,j − 2Ti,j + Ti−1,j Ti,j+1 − 2Ti,j + Ti,j−1
+
+g =0
∆x2
∆y 2
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(2.11)

The system of nodal equations was combined into a matrix linear system, similar
to the matrix shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9 – An example of matrix A used to solve nodal finite element model.

At = b

(2.12)

In order to solve the system, an iterative solver was employed to obtain values at
the nodal points. This method is useful for large sparse linear systems such as the
example in Figure 2.9 to solve equation 2.12.
An important workaround for adapting this system to a cylindrical coordinate
system is to change to the PDE parameter values in PDE Toolbox. This change
comes from the distinction between the two heat balance equations in cartesian and
cylindrical coordinates:

∂T
∂
ρcP
−
∂t
∂x





∂T
∂
∂T
k
+
k
= q̇V
∂x
∂y
∂y
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(2.13)

∂T
1 ∂
ρcP
−
∂t
r ∂r
∂T
∂
r · ρcP
−
∂t
∂r





∂T
∂
∂T
r·k
+
k
= q̇V
∂r
∂z
∂z





∂T
∂
∂T
r·k
+
r·k
= q̇V r
∂r
∂z
∂z

(2.14)

(2.15)

The solution to the state space discrepancy is to define an extra term y inside the
parameters to fix the transformation and account for the extra r terms in the axisymmetric cylindrical equation. MATLAB defines the vertical direction in PDE Toolbox
as y, and so a rearrangement of Equation 2.14 gives Equation 2.15. An example of
using this fix is shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10 – An example of how MATLAB’s PDE tool was adapted to use axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates.

Steady state solutions were found using the nonlinear solver employing a GaussNewton method which assures convergence given close-to-solution initial guesses. Initial nodal values were set to 295 K and the system found convergence after 3e7 iterations and approximately 8 minutes. Temporal solutions were not achievable due
to the nonlinear nature of the radiation boundary condition and the absense of a
nonlinear solver with temporal capability in MATLAB.
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2.1.4.3 Finite Volume Model
The final heat transfer model of Pocket Rocket was completed using a finite volume
model in ANSYS Fluent. This method overcomes limitations of the finite element
method by allowing state equations to be solved and represented as continuous across
an element without linear interpolation. This enables solution gradients to be represented as higher-order functions instead of linear interpolations, lending to higher
fidelity in solution granularity.
Meshing for the FEM was done similarly to FDM. For this, ICEM CFD 17.1 was
used. Surface meshing was done at 0.3mm, 0.5mm, and 1.0mm maximum spacing for
a convergence study, all with quadrilateral elements with good size ratio. Figure2.11
shows the varying mesh sizes for the thruster axisymmetric geometry:

(a) Fine mesh. 0.3mm.

(b) Intermediate. 0.5mm.

(c) Course mesh. 1.0mm.

Figure 2.11 – Three mesh sizes were used to determine mesh-independent residuals
and verification of convergence.

In order to confirm that the mesh size used was appropriate, a 3-point, 2-location
convergence study was done to ensure that there were no mesh-dependent errors or
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local truncation errors. This was done for the steady-state temperature distribution
across the thruster geometry. The measurement points chosen for convergence were
the exterior node at the midline of the thruster geometry and the interior node at the
midline of the thruster geometry.

Figure 2.12 – Results of Mesh Convergence Study.

The results of the mesh convergence study show convergence at the outer surface
of the thruster, but convergence and then divergence at the inner surface as the
element size decreases. This divergence after the element size was decreased to 0.3
mm indicates that a mesh no finer than 0.5 mm should be chosen. The mesh used
for the FEM is shown in Figure 2.11b
For the FEM, a boundary condition was imposed at the inner surface to better
replicate flux densities from plasma generation. In previous models, the plasma flux
could only be represented as a constant heat flux on the inner surface of the thruster,
but the behavior of the plasma in the laboratory shows concentrations near the electrode boundary of the thruster. This boundary condition was modelled to a Gaussian
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distribution of heat flux along the inner surface of the thruster. This Gaussian function was estimated using the geometry of the electrode as a relative 2-sigma point
based on previous observations of the plasma behavior. The final equation for the
heat flux distribution becomes:

1 x−µ 2
q·d
q(x) = √ e− 2 ( σ )
σ 2π

(2.16)

The value q = 2050 is the area heat flux on the inner surface of the thruster as
discussed in Section 2.1.3.2. This value must be converted to a line flux for the 2D
case to be expressed as a linear function. For this reason, it is multiplied by 18 mm (d
= .018 m) to allow the units to be Watts/meter. Figure 2.13 illustrates the difference
between the boundary heat flux used in this analysis and the one used in previous
studies.

Figure 2.13 – Plot of resolved boundary flux at the inner surface of Pocket Rocket
thruster.
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In ANSYS, this custom boundary condition function must be defined and imported as a user-defined C++ script. The MATLAB script to generate the curve and
the C++ code to import into ANSYS are included in Appendix D.
An additional simulation was constructed that models the Argon flow through
the center of the thruster with volumetric heating. For this model, a fluid zone was
constructed with inlet and outlet edges. The inlet was set to 1.5 torr (200 Pa) and the
outlet set to 0.75 torr (100 Pa), which represented pressure boundary conditions observed in the experiment. Volumetric heating of approximately 0.9 Watts as obtained
as the plume power from [2] was imposed. Conditions are shown in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8 – Imposed boundary conditions for FEA flow simulation.

Condition

Value

Inlet Pressure (torr)

1.5

Outlet Pressure (torr)

0.75

Inner Wall Flux (W/m2 )

2050 (Fig 2.13)

Volumetric Heating (W/m3 )
Radiation External Temperature (K)

3.6e6
300

After defining geometries, materials, mesh spaces, and boundary conditions, the
equations were solved using ANSYS Fluent’s built-in solver. Solution methods for
Fluent simulation were chosen primarily to reduce computational expense and to
best represent the problem at hand. For this reason, SIMPLE was used for pressurevelocity coupling when the fluid model was added. SIMPLE was chosen because it
is low in expense and because it is the Fluent default choice for pressure-velocity
coupling. Other Spatial Discretization solution methods are shown in Table 3:
The methods chosen in Table 2.9 were chosen due to their least computationallyexpensive nature. Pressure and Momentum terms are absent from the initial model,
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Table 2.9 – Solutions methods chosen for spatial discretization.

Discretization

Method Chosen

Gradient

Least Squares Cell-Based

Pressure

Linear

Momentum

First-Order Upwind

Energy

First-Order Upwind

and so the choices for their methods are irrelevent. However, least Squares Cell-Based
was chosen for the Spatial Gradient method due to its superiority in accuracy when
computing the gradient compared to Cell-Based Gradient, but the lack of need to use
Node-Based Gradient because the mesh is highly structured and of high quality. FirstOrder Upwind was chosen for the Energy scheme due to the lack of fluid upwinding,
and so First-Order Upwinding was computationally inexpensive and sufficient to fulfill
the needs of this conduction model.
Relaxation was not optimized or determined, because nearly all solutions converged within 10 iterations to 1e-6 at normal relaxation (factor = 1). If needed,
over-relaxation can be attempted in order to reduce the number of iterations to convergence, but that has not shown to be necessary. Figure 2.14 illustrates plots of
residuals for both steady state and transient problems and they both remain below
the threshold of 1e-09.
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(b) Transient case residuals plot.
(a) Steady state case residuals plot.
Figure 2.14 – Plot of residuals from transient and steady state cases both remain
below threshold for divergence.

For initial comparison, a steady state model was chosen for ease of intuitive judgement. This allowed for simple determinations if the model, boundary conditions,
mesh, and solver were working. Four cases were investigated using ANSYS Fluent:

1. Steady state constant 2050 W/m2 boundary condition
2. Steady state custom user boundary flux
3. Transient constant 2050 W/m2 boundary condition
4. Transient custom use boundary flux

For all four cases, the solver settings in Table 2.9 were used. For transient cases,
the state space initialization and time step information are shown in Table 2.10.
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Table 2.10 – Time Step settings and details

Time Step Scheme

Fixed

Time Step (s)

10

Time Steps

540

Total Time (s)

5400

Max Iterations Per Step
Residual Threshold

20
1e-9

Time step is justified by convergence model and residuals report, and takes approximately 3 minutes to reach a complete transient solution at 5400 seconds. This
total time is chosen due to coincide with the interval chosen for the testing and validation portion of the analysis, which took 1.5 hours (5400 seconds). Solver statistics
are shown in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11 – FEM solving statistics and performance.

Steady State

Transient

1080

30

Average iterations per time step

2.2

-

Average time per iteration (s)

0.16

0.16

Total Time to Solve (s)

174

5

Total number of iterations

Data retrieval and plotting was done within the ANSYS monitor function. The
zones monitored coincide with the thermocouple locations in the testing and validation portion of the test, illustrated in Figure 3.13, at radial distances of 10, 20, and
30mm from the central axis.
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CHAPTER 3

Testing and Validation

To validate predicted results and heat profiles, a model thruster was built and operated in a space environment. The thruster and environment were designed to be
representative of a space environment as closely as possible. Temperature measurements were taken at varying depths inside the thruster as it ran for long duration to
compare to the predicted temperature profiles in the numeric models.

3.1 Equipment

3.1.1 Pocket Rocket
The thruster used in the experiments was built as closely as possible to the theoretical
model illustrated in Figure 2.1, with functional exceptions to facilitate measurement
devices, assembly, and gas delivery. An exploded view of the thruster assembly is
shown in Figure 3.3.
All manufacturing was done using readily available, off-the-shelf materials available from online retailers. All manufacturing techniques were completed at Cal Poly’s
Mustang ’60 machine shop, primarily using subtractive methods such as CNC milling
and manual turning. A list of bulk materials purchased and machined is shown in
Table 3.2.
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3.1.1.1 Construction
The thruster described in A. Grieg’s Pocket Rocket: An electrothermal plasma microthruster is a cylindrical device 18-20mm long and 30-60mm diameter. The central
tube has an inner diameter of 4.2mm [2]. The device consists of four primary parts
that are necessary for thruster operation, listed below:

Table 3.1 – Parts in the Pocket Rocket Thruster and descriptions.

Part Name

Material

Outer Housing

Aluminum

Insulator

Macor Ceramic

Description
Support structure and RF ground plane.
Thermal and electric insulator between
electrode and housing.

Electrode

Copper

Antenna focuses RF signal into chamber
to produce plasma.

Chamber

Aluminum Oxide

Thermal and electric insulator between
plasma and thruster.

These parts are arranged in a concentric cylinder, as shown in Figure 3.1. The
macor insulator surrounds the copper electrode, and the outer aluminum housing
surrounds the macor insulator. Since perfect nesting of these parts is not possible
as whole parts, in order to facilitate assembly, the insulator and outer housing are
divided into two parts each. This idealized thruster will be the one discussed in the
paper since it contains the most critical parts in Pocket Rocket.
In this oversimplistic model, all the critical components exist to create a plasma.
In order to operate the thruster in an experimental environment, however, support
systems must be implemented to achieve realistic operation of the thruster. Challenges to overcome include delivery of RF power to the annular electrode, delivery of
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Figure 3.1 – Pocket Rocket thruster anatomy as represented in a cutaway section
view. This oversimplified representation only shows the parts that are critical to
thruster operation.

gas to the thruster, sensing ability to adjust gas delivery pressure, and a means to
provide a constant stagnation pressure behind the thruster. These systems must be
integrated and designed around the simplified thruster discussed above.
To address RF power delivery to the thruster, an access port must be drilled
through the outer housing and insulator to the electrode. The largest challenge of
this endeavor is to continue to insulate the primary conductor from the aluminum
housing to prevent ground plane shorting. The solution to this problem was found by
installing a radial conductor from the outside of the thruster to the copper electrode
while sheathing it in Delrin. Additionally connectivity support was achieved with
exterior installation of an SMA-f connector onto the outer body of the thruster.
The concerns of gas delivery, pressure sensing, and constant stagnation pressure
are solved with one module. A plenum tank is proposed to equalize the delivery
pressure of propellant to the thruster from potential irregular and inconsistent gas
sources. In addition, a port is added to this hardware to provide gas delivery and to
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Figure 3.2 – Pocket Rocket thruster anatomy as represented in a cutaway section
view. This oversimplified representation only shows the parts that are critical to
thruster operation.

provide an access point for measuring pressure delivery to the thruster.
The complete assembly of the experimental Pocket Rocket thruster is shown below
in Figure 3.2. The radial flange on the thruster enables quick assembly of the thruster
through a bolt pattern around the outside, as well as an even seal on the gasket
(shown in black). These features together ensure a leak-free fit to achieve accurate
measurements. The SMA connector and gas port are likewise sealed with gaskets (not
shown) to prevent leaks. See Figure 1.4 below, which shows the intended assembly
of the features of the Pocket Rocket thruster used in this paper. Note the location of
the gasket ring that seals the interface between the plenum chamber and the thruster.
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Figure 3.3 – Pocket Rocket Experiment Thruster: Exploded View.

Figure 3.4 – Completed and assembled Pocket Rocket experiment thruster. This
image shows the outlet of the thruster with offset plenum tank behind it. This
thruster has two inlet ports for separate pressure sensing and gas delivery.
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Part Name

Material Details

Manufacturing

3-inch 6061 Aluminum Round

CNC

Insulating Capsule

1.25-inch Macor Stock

CNC

Inner Electrode

0.5-inch Copper Stock

Manual Turning

0.25 OD 0.156 ID inch Alumina

Abrasive Cutting

Outer Housing Seal

Fluoro O-ring, 0.07” thick, dash 027

Off-the-shelf

Electrode Connector

Eightwood SMA-f connector

Off-the-shelf

Swagelok SS-4-TA-1-4AN

Off-the-shelf

318 SS 4-40 1 inch cap head screw

Off-the-shelf

Outer Housing

Inner Tube

Gas Connector
Fasteners

Table 3.2 – Materials used in manufacturing Pocket Rocket.

After assembly, the thruster was tested in the environmental vacuum chamber
for operability and troubleshooting. Small adjustments in dimension were made to
ensure good fit in the thruster assembly and to prevent propellant leakage. After
assurance that the thruster operated properly, thermocouples were installed on the
outer body of the thruster, which is discussed in Section 3.2.2.

3.1.2 Gas Delivery
Gas propellant delivery was completed using a pressurized storage tank outside of
the environmental vacuum chamber. The propellant chosen for the experiments was
99.99% pure scientific Argon gas, which was stored in a 50 Liter, 2600 psi canister
and provided by AirGas. Gas delivery was regulated by a Radnor 4000psi diaphagm
regulator with supply side resolution of 20psi increments up to 600psi. The highpressure supply system is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 – Argon gas high-pressure delivery system.

3.1.3 Environmental Vacuum Chamber
All thruster testing and operations take place in Cal Poly’s environmental vacuum
chamber in the Space Environments Laboratory. The vacuum chamber is produced
by High Vacuum Equipment Corporation. It is a stainless steel 350L bell chamber capable of achieving a sub-millitorr vacuum environment and maintaining it for
extended periods[31].
The chamber is fitted with 25 feed-through locations, 4 of which are used for gas
fittings, 2 for RF N-type connections, and 1 for thermocouple passthrough. Gas and
RF connection passthroughs are shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.6 – The environmental vacuum chamber, named ”Big Green” used for all
experiments.

(a) Gas and thermocouple passthroughs us- (b) The outside of the RF passthroughs.
ing Swagelok compression tube fittings for Each passthrough has 3 N-type connectors
gas supply and measurement.

or BNC connectors.

Figure 3.7 – Vacuum chamber passthroughs used for experiment.

The environmental vacuum chamber ”Big Green” is evacuated by a Welch 1374
Duo-Seal Vacuum Pump, which is capble of evacuating the chamber to 50-100 mtorr.
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Big Green is capable of using a cryopump to further reduce the internal pressure to
10-6 torr. The cryopump is not used for this experiment. Procedure for operating the
vacuum chamber is deatiled in Appendix B.

(a) Welch 1374 vacuum pump and ex- (b) Control Panel for vacuum pump and
haust filter.

vavlve control.

Figure 3.8 – Additional components of the environmental vacuum chamber.

3.1.4 RF Power
Pocket Rocket requires a RF power source to ionize the propellant. The requirements
of the RF power source is shown in Table 3.4.

Requirement

Value

Power

5-30 Watts

Frequency

13.56 MHz

Duty Cycle

0 - 100% Square Wave

Matching Network

Manual/Auto

Table 3.3 – Pocket Rocket Power Requirements.

The amplifier and matching network were chosen specifically for this application.
A Seren R301 RF Power Supply and MM300 Manual Matching Network were chosen
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to meet these needs.

Figure 3.9 – Seren Power Systems RF amplifier stack used in powering the Pocket
Rocket thruster for testing.

The configuration for the RF amplifiers is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 – Map for connecting the RF amplifier to Pocket Rocket through the
environmental vacuum chamber.
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3.2 Measurements

Measurements were collected to determine the performance of Pocket Rocket and
to obtain our experimental data. Data related to RF amplifier performance were
collected at the time they were set. Time values were recorded from the local DAC
computer to stay consistent with time measurements from the thermocouple data.
The primary data of interest, however, is pressure and temperature data from the
vacuum chamber.

3.2.1 Pressure
Pressure measurements are taken by Convectron 275 vacuum gauges and controlled
by a Granville-Phillips Series 307 Vacuum Measurement Controller. Pressure measurements are taken from three points:
1. Inside the Pocket Rocket plenum chamber.
2. Inside the vacuum chamber.
3. Directly after the vane pump.
The purpose of measuring pressure inside the Pocket Rocket chamber is to monitor performance of the thruster during operation. This is important to determining a
trend in heat transfer by plenum pressure. Pressure measurements inside the vacuum
chamber are to monitor and control the operating environment of Pocket Rocket,
and vane pump measurements are to ensure vacuum chamber operation. All three
pressures are recorded by hand at critical moments for each experimental trial.
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(a) Granvillel-Phillips 307 Vacuum Measurement Controller.

(b) Convectron 275 pressure gauge.

Figure 3.11 – Pressure measurement components and equipment for the internal
pressure of the vacuum chamber. Another set of this equipment is used to measure
the plenum pressure of Pocket Rocket.

3.2.2 Temperature
3.2.2.1 Thermocouples and DAC
Temperature measurements are the primary data points for validation of results, so a
more comprehensive measurement solution was implemented. As previously stated in
section 3.1, the vacuum chamber is equipped with a passthrough for 25 k-type thermocouples. These thermocouples were used to take temperature readings from the
thruster body itself. The k-type thermocouples satisfy ASTM standards and specifications E230, which specify a working temperature range between -270 and 1260°C,
which satisfies the expected temperature range of the thruster housing. The thermocouples operate using the thermoelectric effect with a Nickel-Chromium cathode and
Nickel-Aluminum anode.
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Figure 3.12 – K-type thermocouple used in temperature measurements.

Placement of these thermocouples was determined by how much space was available to place them. Ideally, the goal is to characterize a 1-dimensional temperature
profile through the depth of the thruster. Temperature measurements would be taken
across the 30mm depth of the thruster. The thermocouples are approximately 8mm
long, and so their spatial resolution is limited. Due to the thermocouple size and
the limitations of machining holes in the thruster housing for thermocouples, three
thermocouples would be used to characterize the temperature profile through the radial depth of the thruster. Two 0.125 inch holes were bored radially from the outside
of the thruster body towards the central axis at the midplane. A diagram of the
thermocouple placement can be seen in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 – Axial cutaway view of the Pocket Rocket thruster illustrating the
locations and depths of the three thermocouples used.

The thermocouples chosen correspond to channels 0, 2, and 9 on the signal interface board, but are labelled with numbers anywhere from 1 to 50 that do not
correspond to their channel. These thermocouples were chosen after a test of the
available thermocouples to be good performers in a simple touch test. The touch test
consisted monitoring the measurement at each thermocouple when pinched between
the fingers and checking for measurement accuracy and latency. Nearly all the thermocouples registered a temperature increase almost immediately and in an expected
range. Thermocouples that did not perform well did not register any measurement
change.
The thermocouples were installed into the bored locations in Figure 3.13 using
MasterBond EP30TC non-electrically conductive thermal epoxy. The surface thermocouple was attached with Kapton tape to maximize contact surface area and conduction path.
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Figure 3.14 – Pocket Rocket thruster with installed thermocouples.

A Microstar Laboratories Data Acquisition System (DAC) was selected to collect
data from the thermocouples and record data over time. The system consists of a
processing board (Microstar DAP5380), a signal interface module (Microstar MXTB
009), and a Dell Optiplex 780 computer. Signals from the thermocouples require
further amplification in order to take measurements due to the 16-bit resolution of
the processor, which is not sensistive enough to measure the 15 mV per count signal.
The gain of each thermocouple channel is increased using Adafruit AD8495 amplifiers, which are powered by a JBTek Breadboard Power Supply supplying 5 Volts to
each amplifier. This assembly is housed on a breadboard for easy installation and
troubleshooting with very little soldering required. All components in the DAC were
are according to Figure 3.16.
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(a) Adafruit amplifiers on top of the Mi- (b) Microstar Data Processing Board concrostar signal interface module.

nected to Dell Optiplex computer.

Figure 3.15 – Components used for temperature data acquisition.

Figure 3.16 – Map of Data Acquisition System used for temperature measurements.

Initial tests to determine compatability with the thermocouples and DAC proved
successful; signals were strong and consistent and thermocouple voltages reflected
changes in ambient temperature. Thermocouple voltages were converted to temperature in Kelvin with Equation 3.1.

T = (Vout − 1.25)/.005 + 273
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(3.1)

Once temperature values were calculated, thermocouple values were calibrated via
comparison to a known value. A Fisherbrand Traceable Thermometer was used as
a calibrated ambient temperature reference validated with NIST certification. The
group of thermocouples were suspended in the room pressure vacuum chamber with
the Fisher thermometer and values inspected throughout the duration of three days,
during which the temperature of the room fluctuated from 286 to 296 Kelvin. As
discussed in an earlier part of this section, the three most observed accurate thermocouples were chosen and installed in Pocket Rocket. At this point, recording values
was not known, and so this data was written upon observation.

3.2.2.2 Software and Recording
The software used for data collection was DAPStudio 3.02 Trial version written by
Microstar Laboratories. This software was specifically designed to operate in conjunction with Microstar’s data acquisition boards. The software can support multiple
realtime data inputs and customizable output configuration and logging.
Inputs were configured with the following parameters:

Input Setting

Value

Channels

IP0, IP2, IP9

Input Range

-5 to 5 Volts

Sampling Rate

33.333 s/s/ch

Gain

1

Filter

vecFilter 0

Table 3.4 – DAPstudio input settings per channel.

First temperature measurements showed reasonable data and temperatures. How53

ever, upon powering Pocket Rocket for ignition, there were large interference patterns
in the temperature readings. This interference fluctuated between ±10 K and was
unacceptable for accurate temperature readings. This issue proved to be a big complication in the experiment. Figure 3.17 illustrates an example of the high-frequency
interference experienced in the thermocouple signals while Pocket Rocket is on:

Figure 3.17 – Example of thermocouple data interference caused by Pocket Rocket
RF signal.

DAPstudio includes features for programming-free filters to be implemented in
pre-processing. One of these features is a low-pass filter that provides visualized
responses and realtime adjustments. Tuning of this filter was done by hand, ob54

serving measurement responses over the course of hours and adjusting parameters
accordingly[32]. The final parameters of the low-pass filter that appeared to give
consistent results is shown in Table 3.5.

Filter Setting

Value

Filter Type

Low Pass

Number of Taps

501

Low Cutoff (% of Nyquist Freq)

1

Low Cutoff Width

1

High Cutoff(% of Nyquist Freq)

95

High Cutoff Width

5

Table 3.5 – DAPstudio input settings per channel.

Number of taps was approximated using the filter order equation:



1
fs
2
N ≈ log10
3
10δ1 δ2 ∆f
where:

N

Number of taps

fs

Sampling rate

∆f

Transition width

δ1

Passband ripple

δ2

Stop band supression

Table 3.6 – DAPstudio input settings per channel.
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(3.2)

While these parameters are quite computationally intensive, the filter needed to
be quite aggressive, and the host computer showed no issues filtering the data. Processed data showed a complete lack of interference from Pocket Rocket, as seen in
Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18 – Plots of pre-filtered (IP0) versus post-filtered (pFirF0) thermocouple
data for channel 0. The stark differences in variance between the signals is apparent,
and post-filtered data becomes useful.
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Figure 3.19 – Filter window of DAPstudio illustrating the low-pass filter used to
process noisy thermocouple data.

Post-processing of data included adding additional pipes to DAPstudio to supply
the data logs with measurements in Kelvin, degrees Celcius, and degrees Fahrenheit.
The equations for converting thermocouple counts to these measurements are shown in
Table 3.7. These data were used as a common-sense reference point while performing
experiments and only used for observational purposes.
Unit

Conversion Equation

Kelvin

(Vout − 1.25)/.005 + 273

Degrees Celcius

(Vout − 1.25)/.005

Degrees Fahrenheit

9(Vout − 1.25)/.025 + 32

Table 3.7 – Thermocouple to temperature conversion equations.

These units were recorded for each channel along with voltage count data, leaving
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a total of 12 columns per experiment, with data taken every 1/30th of a second. Data
logs were stored as CSV text data and post-processed in MATLAB. Channels were
assigned and named for their respective locations in the outer housing of Pocket
Rocket (Figure 3.13).
Thermocouple Channel

Radial Depth

IP0

10 mm

IP2

20 mm

IP9

0 mm

Table 3.8 – Thermocouple channel assignments.

3.2.3 Experimental Design and Procedure
Pocket Rocket was operated according to parameters laid out in this section and
previous ones. Complete experimental procedure is contained in Appendix B. A total
of 13 experimental trials were completed over 38 days and 8 were used for data. Five
trials were scrapped for varying issues that rendered the data collected unusable or
not to the standards of data needed for this study. The number of experiments was
limited due to the amount of setup work and time allotted for vacuum chamber usage.
The experimental trials performed are shown in Table 3.9. While many of the
parameters differ between trials, every attempt was made to keep control variables
constant, except for trials 12 and 13, where pulsed operation was used in order to
test the ability of Pocket Rocket to run on a pulsed signal.
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Exp

Room

RF Settings

Plenum Pressure (torr)

Trial

Time

#

Temp

Peak Power

Duty Cycle

Power On

Power Off

Abort

(sec)

1

16°C

10 W

100%

1.05

1.03

Yes

5400

2

16°C

10 W

100%

0.29

-

Yes

5400

3

17°C

10 W

100%

0.88

0.88

5400

4

19°C

10 W

100%

1.31

1.29

5400

5

21°C

10 W

100%

1.60

1.50

5400

6

21°C

10 W

100%

-

-

Yes

5400

7

21°C

10 W

100%

-

-

Yes

5400

8

17°C

10 W

100%

0.21

-

Yes

5400

9

18°C

10 W

100%

1.07

1.04

5400

10

14°C

10 W

100%

2.95

1.68

5400

11

16°C

10 W

100%

1.67

1.70

5400

12

20°C

10 W

50%

3.04

1.67

5400

13

21°C

20 W

50%

1.64

1.72

5400

Table 3.9 – Primary variables and values for 13 experimental trials. Aborted trials
are justified in Table 3.10

Experimental trials were performed without changes to the experimental apparatus, including orientation and construction, thermocouple and DAC connections, and
order of experiment steps. Ambient room temperature was uncontrollable, and the
only independent variables changed were plenum gas supply and RF power settings.
All trials were measured for a total RF-on time of 1.5 hours. Reasons for aborting
trials 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8 are given in Table 3.10.
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Trial Number

Reason for aborting trial

1

Data Recording Failure: Write to file failed.

2

Plenum pressure insufficient for Pocket Rocket ignition.
No ignition observed.

6

Chamber failed at pumping below 1 torr.

7

Chamber failed at pumping below 1 torr.

8

Plenum pressure insufficient for Pocket Rocket ignition.
No ignition observed.
Table 3.10 – Reasons for aborting trials.

The steps for each experimental trial are roughly outlined as follows. Full procedure is detailed in Appendix B.
1. Observe experimental setup is in accordance with details outlined in Chapter 3:
no changes to the apparatus have been made. This includes all RF power and
gas connections to Pocket Rocket, as well as the DAC is recording a new trial.
2. Close and pump down environmental vacuum chamber to approximately 8.0e-2
torr. This step takes 10 to 15 minutes. Record time and pressures.
3. Turn on gas supply slowly and observe plenum pressure. Adjust gas supply on
regulator to read between 0.9 and 5 torr. Wait for chamber, pump, and plenum
pressure to stabilize over one minute. Record time and pressures.
4. Once pressure has stabilized, set up RF amplifier for expected power settings.
Turn on RF power to Pocket Rocket.
5. Observe ignition. Record ignition result and time.
6. Allow run for 1.5 hours, observing occasionally pressures and ignition do not
change.
7. After 1.5 hours, record steady-state pressures and time.
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8. Shut off RF power and gas supply, record time.
9. Shut off vacuum chamber and allow to vent. Once atmospheric pressure has
been reached, record time and open chamber.
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CHAPTER 4

Results

4.1 Analytic Model Results

4.1.1 Lumped Thermal Model
The lumped thermal model written for EES is not a transient model and thus predicts steady-state temperatures for Pocket Rocket. From this model, the steady-state
temperatures predicted are shown in Table 4.1. Variable outputs from EES are shown
in Figure 4.1 as tabulated variable values and represented by T1 and T2 , where T1
is the inner steady state temperature of Pocket Rocket, and T2 is the outer steady
state temperature of Pocket Rocket.

Table 4.1 – Steady-state temperature values for lumped thermal model.

Location

Temperature

Outer Cylindrical Radius (T1 )

320.9 Kelvin

Inner Cylindrical Radius (T2 )

321.1 Kelvin
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Figure 4.1 – EES output of final steady-state temperatures of Pocket Rocket.

4.1.2 MATLAB Finite Difference Model
MATLAB PDE Toolbox was used to create both a steady state and transient model.
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2 illustrate the results of the steady state model. These results depict the maximum temperature that Pocket Rocket will reach in the vacuum
chamber environment at the measured locations.

Table 4.2 – Steady-state temperature values for MATLAB finite element model.

Radial Location

Temperature

10mm

306.8 Kelvin

20mm

306.9 Kelvin

30mm

307.0 Kelvin
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Figure 4.2 – PDEtool finite element model output of final steady-state temperatures
of Pocket Rocket. Axes are listed in meters (m) and temperatures are in Kelvin (K).

These values illustrate the maximum possible values that Pocket Rocket should
attain. This gives target values for predicting how long the testing trials should run
and approximately the maximum temperatures that should be attained in the study.
The transient model, illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, are measured at 5400 seconds duration of Pocket Rocket operation. Plot lines overlap due to close temperature
profiles across all three monitored points.
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Figure 4.3 – PDEtool finite element model output of transient temperatures of
Pocket Rocket at 5400 seconds.

Figure 4.4 – PDEtool finite element model output of locational temperatures at the
three measured locations over a duration of 5400 seconds.
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4.1.3 Fluent FVM
A transient model constructed in ANSYS Fluent monitors three points at the same
radii as in the previous models over a duration of 5400 seconds. This plot only
includes wall heating of 2050 W/m2 . Final plot of the heat profile is shown in Figure
4.5. Figure 4.6 plots temperature at these three locations over 5400 seconds.

Figure 4.5 – Temperature profile of Pocket Rocket at 5400 seconds from Ansys
Fluent model.
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Figure 4.6 – ANSYS Fluent model output of locational temperatures at the three
measured locations over a duration of 5400 seconds.

It is apparent from the results, similarly to the FEM model, that the three locations monitored were very close in temperature. For this reason, all three plots
overlap in Figures 4.6 and 4.8.
A second ANSYS Fluent model was constructed to account for convective heating
between wall gasses and the inner chamber of the thruster. The model includes both
wall heating of 2050 W/m2 and convective heating of the volumetricaly heated fluid.
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Figure 4.7 – Temperature profile of Pocket Rocket at 5400 seconds from Ansys
Fluent convective-included model.
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Figure 4.8 – ANSYS convective-included Fluent model output of locational temperatures at the three measured locations over a duration of 5400 seconds.

4.2 Experimental Results

A total of 13 trials were performed, each for a duration of 1.5 hours. Trials 1,2,3,6,7,
and 8 were eliminated from the dataset. The results of trials 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12 and
13 are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 – Raw results of eight experimental trials of Pocket Rocket thermocouple
data.

RF noise is apparent in trials 3, 9, 11, and 12 as inconsistent temperature measurements and high-frequency data points. This noise bypassed the low-pass filter and
became apparent in some of the data. Averaging across multiple trials and observing
data trends alleviated the effects of this noise.
Means of data were calculated and compiled for trials 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 13.
Trial 12 was not included in the means due to different power settings (Trial 12 was
performed at 50% of the power of all other trials). These means and errors are illustrated in Figure 4.10 for these seven trials.
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Figure 4.10 – Means and errors of seven experimental trials of Pocket Rocket thermocouple data.

4.3 Comparisons

Temperature data between predicted and experimental results are compared and plotted. Data comparisons were made between mean temperatures of the 7 experimental
trials and the three prediction methods of finding temperatures. An important note
is that starting temperatures were normalized for each trial to allow for comparison,
since starting temperatures were within ±5 Kelvin between each study.

4.3.1 Lumped Thermal Model
Table 4.3 compares results obtained from the lumped thermal model compared to
the experimental results. Only endpoint measurements were made, and there are no
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transient values.

Table 4.3 – Comparison of lumped thermal model values versus experimentally
obtained values.

Location

Lumped Model

Experimental

Error

Outer Cylindrical Radius (T1 )

320.9 Kelvin

310.4 Kelvin

3.38%

Inner Cylindrical Radius (T2 )

321.1 Kelvin

314.3 Kelvin

2.16%

4.3.2 Finite Difference Model
Figure 4.11 compares transient measurements between the MATLAB finite element
model and experimental results. Figure 4.12 illustrates the percent error between the
predicted and actual results.

Figure 4.11 – Comparison of MATLAB finite element model results and experimental results.
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FEM Final temperatures are notably lower in the FEM model than in the experiment, however variance across the time range remains increasing throughout the
duration. This indicates the curvature and shape are well-correlated to experimental
values in the FEM.

Figure 4.12 – Error between MATLAB finite element model results and experimental results.

4.3.3 Finite Element Model
Finally, comparison of results from the ANSYS Fluent simulation compared to the
experimental values is shown in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.14 shows error between FEA
predictions and experimental measurements less than 2%.
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Figure 4.13 – Comparison between ANSYS Fluent finite volume model results and
experimental results.

Final Temperatures in the FEA model are lower than the experimental averages,
but produce closer results than the FEM model, which has the same boundary conditions. Errors, however, maximize in the middle of the time frame, indicating flux over
this time range is poorly matched to experimental conditions. Final temperatures,
however, are much closer to actual results.
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Figure 4.14 – Error between ANSYS Fluent finite volume model results and experimental results.

The final model, the ANSYS Fluent convection-included model yielded the following temperatures for the three monitored location in Figure 4.15. This model uses
the boundary conditions outlined in Chapter 3, which includes Argon flow and volumetric gas heating in the thruster chamber, which introduces additional heating in
the model. This is reflected by final temperatures being much closer to experimental
values than the previous FVM.
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Figure 4.15 – Comparison between ANSYS Fluent finite volume model results and
experimental results.

Final Temperatures in the FEA model are much more similar to experimental final
temperatures than any other model. As shown in Figure 4.16, errors are consistently
below 1.5%.
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Figure 4.16 – Error between ANSYS Fluent finite volume model results and experimental results.

4.4 Discussion

Prediction methods overall yielded accurate predictions for the Pocket Rocket Model.
The lumped thermal model was expected to show the least correlation to the experimental data, yet predicted final Pocket Rocket temperatures to within 10 Kelvin
(3.38%). This was closer than expected, given this model neglects lateral heat transfer between materials.
The finite element model gave reasonable results, and makes up for the lack of
lateral heat transfer present in the lumped thermal model as well as providing temperatures at discrete locations over time. Error for the finite element model was 0.5
to 3% and represented curvature profiles close to those obtained in the experiment.
Overall, this model provided a good ratio of results to complexity, and would be a
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good pivot point for comparing more complex models to an order of magnitude and
expected profiles across heat transfer state spaces. The reduced accuracy of the FEM
than the lumped thermal model is expected, given the missing radiation paths of the
lumped thermal model resulting in higher heat retention in the thruster.
The finite volume model improved upon FEM results. It was expected that ion
wall interaction heating would account for a majority of the heat transfer, and so
the first FEA model was constructed in line with other methods. Results of this
model were similar to the FEM model, in that temperature errors were between 0.5
and 2%, however final temperatures were much closer to final achieved experimental temperatures. The weakest correlation of this model is the curvature up to the
final temperature. Figure 4.14 shows peak error during the duration between time
endpoints.
The finite volume model that included flow simulation showed the most accurate
results, with errors less than 1.5%. Curvature of the temperature plot is most accurate, and this model does the best at predicting final temperatures. This model
proved the most complex, incorporating fluid flow conditions, volumetric heating, and
ion wall interaction heating, but it proved to be the most accurate.
Data noise is apparent in the experiments 3, 9, 11, and 12. Further post-processing
of the signals and fine-tuning of the low-pass filter could alleviate this noise. Fortunately, data means were not heavily affected, only errors were increased.
Divergence in the thermocouple data is the most pronounced feature of the experimental data. While thermocouples began at the same measured temperature,
their temperature values quickly diverged over time, whereas predicted analytic models predicted no divergence to the point of the data values overlapping. Source of
this divergence is speculated to be attributed to experimental error in the thermocouple device response or in thermocouple proximity, placement, and installation in
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the Pocket Rocket device. The analytic models make sense given the high thermal
conductivity of the aluminum substrate between these points.
A quick sanity check by calculating the Biot number at a linearized point in the
temperature profile should indicate whether radiation or conductive effects are more
prevalent.

Bi =

hL
k

(4.1)

Where kAl = 200 W/mK. Estimating a heat transfer coefficient for our radiation
case that yields the largest Biot number:

hrad = σ(T12 + T22 )(T1 + T2 )

(4.2)

Where T1 = 315 Kelvin and T2 = 300 Kelvin. Therefore, hrad = 1.98 W/m2 K.

Bi =

1.98 ∗ .02
= 1.97 × 10−4 << 1
200

(4.3)

This significantly low Biot number indicates that conductive heat transfer dominates over radiative heat transfer, and the outer housing of Pocket Rocket can be
considered a homogeneous temperature through its radius. This aligns well with the
results in both the FEM and the FVM predictions, and suggests that the discrepancy
in measurements between thermocouples can be attributed to experimental error
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

The goal of this study is to characterize the thermal behavior of the Pocket Rocket
thruster accurately in order to guide future spacecraft thermal system designs that
implement this technology. Results from this study have shown that Pocket Rocket is
easily implemented, not exceeding known temperatures and heat fluxes that require
extensive heat management design considerations. These results adequately illustrate
that Pocket Rocket is a feasible component to integrate on small spacecraft with low
thermal design considerations.
A secondary characteristic of this study is to illustrate the diverse methods that
can be used to predict the thermal behavior of electrothermal plasma thrusters like
Pocket Rocket. Lumped thermal models, FDM, and FEM are all viable methods
for determining the thermal performance of this thruster, and will serve to help drive
further considerations for spacecraft thermal designs. Including both forms of heating,
ion wall interactions and convection from the heated fluid is critical in achieving
accurate predictions in thermal models.
In short, 13 experimental trials were conducted using a Pocket Rocket device to
validate heat transfer predictions made in 4 thermal models of varying complexity in
order to determine the simplest model for accurately defining the thermal behavior
of the thruster. Errors for each of these methods are found in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 – Comparison of thermal models versus experimentally-obtained temperature data.

Method

Temperature Error Range

Final Temperature Difference

Lumped Thermal Model

2-4%

-10 Kelvin

Finite Difference Model

0-3%

-7 Kelvin

Wall Effects FEM

0-2%

-3 Kelvin

Flow & Wall Effects FEM

0-1.5%

1 Kelvin

Additionally, the temperature range of Pocket Rocket was recorded and appeared
to come near steady state at around 312 Kelvin. Extrapolation of this curve is well
within temperatures that are easily managed on a spacecraft. From an integration
standpoint, it is clear that there are thermal design considerations for Pocket Rocket.
What is clear is that solutions to these considerations are achievable using simple materials and low-cost methods that are not prohibitively expensive on the cost scale of a
CubeSat. It is entirely possible, and in fact relatively simple to design an integration
of Pocket Rocket for a number of different use cases.
This, added to the variety of methods outlined here for institutions, students,
and companies to use in predicting the thermal behavior of Pocket Rocket. Part
of the cost of developing a CubeSat is access to analytic software, which can be
prohibitively expensive and sometimes outside the philosophy of low cost that is
typically associated with CubeSat design. This paper provides a number of different
tools that these institutions can use in order to make thermal design decisions to
varying degrees of accuracy and cost.
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5.2 Future Work

As of writing this paper, research and development into the Pocket Rocket propulsion technology is underway to integrate the technology into CubeSats at Cal Poly’s
PolySat research laboratory. In April 2018, the research group completed a demonstration CubeSat model with integrated gas storage, delivery, power, and control
system to power two miniature Pocket Rocket thrusters. Investigation into the miniturization and system integration of the system resulted in the final construction of
the 1u CubeSat model.

Figure 5.1 – PolySat’s demonstration cube with integrated gas delivery and control
system sporting two Pocket Rocket thrusters.
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Figure 5.2 – Two mini Pocket Rocket thrusters during operation.

Work is continuing towards the ultimate goal of flight test of Pocket Rocket. Further research and development is currently dedicated to weight and volume reduction
of the propulsion system and overcoming more difficult challenges with creating a
miniaturized pressurized gas delivery system. This work is one small step towards
this goal, and hopefully provides insight into future missions using this technology.
From a thermal standpoint, there are two directions that are being taken to understand the thermal behavior of Pocket Rocket. One direction is to begin to model
plasma interactions and behavior that cannot be modelled in the methods outlined
here. For this, CFD ACE is being explored as an option for plasma physics modelling and more accurate thermal and thruster results. Additionally, this opens up
the ability to model fluid behavior and predict thrust performance of the thruster.
The second direction is the creation of multiple Pocket Rocket devices on different
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scales. Since Pocket Rocket is a form factor and not a scale device, different geometries
are emerging depending on need. For example, the two Pocket Rocket thrusters shown
in Figure 5.2 are not the size or scale of the device used here, and at least one more
thruster is in development. More data should be collected as these thrusters emerge,
lending to better understanding of this thruster’s thermal behavior.
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CHAPTER 6

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: Lessons Learned

Experiments are never perfect, and hindsight is always 20/20, so there are always
improvements that can be made to an experiment, a model, and a project. Hopefully
this insight can guide future experimenters towards success and eliminate much of
the frustration that I was faced with.
While my previous experience with experiments is that they never run as smoothly
as expected, there are always surprises with new laboratories, new equipment, and
new plans. In particular, I quickly became familiar with shopping lists of gas connectors, piping, tubing, wire, RF connectors, switches, cables, and raw materials, just
to name a few. Familiarity with the various standards of tubing, connectors, RF
connections, and vacuum systems takes time, and more hours are spent preparing
for the experiment than performing it simply because you have to do research on
simply how this stuff works. Experts in the laboratory such as Dr. Abercromby, Dr.
Greig, and our laboratory technician Cody Thompson are invaluable for technical lab
advice and mapping out available supplies and how they work. Simply knowing what
vendors have the things you need is a skill that can determine whether you can get
your supplies in a timely manner or even at all.
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Supply

Vendor

Gas Lines and Tube Adaptors

Swagelok
Beswick

Small-scale Regulators and Connectors

Beswick

Metal Stock

McMaster Carr
McCarthy Steel SLO

Ceramic Stock

Amazon
McMaster Carr

Tools

McMaster Carr
Amazon
Graingier

Argon and Regulators

SLO Welding Supply
Airgas

RF Connections and Cables

DigiKey
Santa Barbara Electronic Supply
Amazon

Table 6.1 – Recommended vendors for Pocket Rocket supplies.

When it comes to operation of the lab equipment, the shining star of lessons
learned comes from Big Green, the environmental vacuum chamber. During the time
of this project, vane pump failure occurred nearly half the time. No cause of this is
known, but attempts to keep the pump cool during operation using a fan have been
attempted to no avail. If the vane pump gets stuck at around 1 torr, flip the Chamber
Rough switch off, wait about 10 seconds, then flip it back on. Do this about a dozen
times until it begins to work. There is no explanation about why this works, although
many will offer their speculations, including myself, which I’ll spare you.
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Ignition of Pocket Rocket can be tricky. Sometimes, it requires an ignition voltage
that is higher than the running pressure. This can be caused by breakdown voltage
misalignment with the thruster chamber diameter, as shown in the Pashen curve in
Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 – Pashen curve illustrating voltage potential required for plasma breakdown as a function of characteristic distance.

When having trouble igniting Pocket Rocket, try a large startup power, such as
30 Watts, then turn down to 10 Watts after ignition.
A big lesson is that thermocouples are not accurate. A proper calibration could
have eliminated the divergent effects at higher temperatures. This is the first time I’ve
used k-type thermocouples, but for the future I know to perform a proper calibraiton.
In the simulations, it would have been nice to have a 3D model as well to illustrate
the versatility of prediction methods. Additionally, it would have been nice to have
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the models set up to accept different starting temperatures recorded in the laboratory.
As for writing of this thesis, I highly recommend using LaTeX for writing and
bibliography, and MATLAB for creating figures. I can’t express how much easier
writing this paper was than using Word and Excel.
Finally, always leave enough time to do something. Things will break, equipment
will go missing, and undergraduate teaching labs will move your stuff around. There
is no substitute for doing things early so that there is time to fix or buy equipment.

APPENDIX B: Experimental Procedure

This procedure was adapted from Lauren Glenn’s 2017 thesis [31].
I.

Vacuum Chamber Operation
1. Turn on facility compressed air via the gate valve on the back wall.
2. Turn on the swamp fan and face it towards the pump.
3. Open and close vacuum bell using the buttons on the lower right side of Big
Green.
4. Turn on the System Power switch on the chamber front panel.
5. Turn on Mechanical Pump switch on the chamber front panel.
6. Allow the interlock to pump down to 10-100mTorr.
7. Turn on Chamber Rough switch on the chamber font panel
8. Wait for pressure to decrease to 50-100mTorr.

II.

Vacuum Chamber Shutoff Procedure
1. Turn off the Mechanical Pump switch on the chamber front panel.
2. Turn off the Chamber Rough switch on the chamber front panel.
3. Turn on the Vent switch on the chamber front panel.
4. Wait until chamber pressure equalizes with atmostpheric (760 Torr).
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5. Open the vacuum bell lid.
6. Close the vacuum bell lid before shutting off.
7. Turn off the System Power switch on the chamer front panel.
III.

Pocket Rocket Gas System
1. Put Pocket Rocket in the chamber supported by an aluminum platform.
2. Attach one tube fitting of a 1/4-inch tube to the pocket rocket plenum inlet.
Attach the other side to the tube fitting passthrough.
3. The other side of the passthrough should be connected to a valve and then the
Argon regulator.
4. Secure another tube fitting to the Pocket Rocket plenum inlet and secure it
to the pressure sensor passthrough of the vacuum chamber. Ensure pressure
sensor is hooked up to the sensor display and that it is on.
5. Ensure all fittings are tight using a wrenchl
6. Close all valves.
7. When chamber reaches operating pressure, slowly open the gas cylinder and
regulator to read approximately 10psi on the outlet meter.
8. When you intend to supply gas to Pocket Rocket, slowly open the final valve
until you read between 1 and 5 torr in the Pocket Rocket Plenum.
9. Now you may supply RF Power to Pocket Rocket.

IV.

Pocket Rocket RF and Amplifier System
1. Before pumping down, connect a RF cable from the RF connector on Pocket
Rocket to the N-type passthrough on the chamber. This may require adapters.
2. Attach an N-type cable from the same passthrough to the outlet of the Matching
Network box.
3. Attach another cable from the inlet of the Matching Network box to the outlet
of the amplifier.
4. Ensure the amplifier is plugged in.
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5. Set up the amplifier in accordance with the settings required for your experiment
(See the Testing and Validation section).
6. When you’re ready to turn on Pocket Rocket, ensure the plenum chamber has
the pressure required.
7. Press the ON/OFF button so that the LED changes color.
8. Check to make sure the plasma has ignited.
9. To turn off RF, press the ON/OFF button again.
V.

Thermocouples and DAC
1. Thermocouples should be bonded into their respective locations using thermoepoxy.
2. Make note of the thermocouple numbers.
3. Trace the thermocouple wires out the passthrough into the Adafruit amplifiers.
4. The amplifiers will determine the channel number of the thermocouple (first on
the left, last to the right). Plug in the Adafruit amplifier power supply.
5. Ensure the flat cable connects the Adafruit breadboard to the DAC card.
6. Ensure the PCI card is connected to the PC while it is OFF.
7. Proceed to DAPStudio instructions to test the thermocouples.

VI.

DAPStudio
1. Turn on the computer and open DAPStudio
2. Set configuration such that the group size is 3, the input range is [-5 5] and the
count/ch is 0.
3. Setup pipes such that there are 3 groups, the rate is 33.3333, and the pin is
SPG0.
4. Setup processing to include a low-pass filter, consistent with Table 3.5.
5. Create an output file with the format of TEXT and confirm overwrite.
6. Select Window¿Graph and Window¿Table
7. Begin recording when the thermocouple data should be written to file.
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APPENDIX C: EES Code for Lumped Thermal Model

1

q_dprime = 2050 [ W / m ^2]

2
3

k_alu = 200 [ W /m - K ]

4

k_copper = 385 [ W /m - K ]

5

k_macor = 1.46 [ W /m - K ]

6

k_alumina = 40 [ W /m - K ]

7
8

epsilon = 0.1

9

sigma = 5.67 e -8 [ W / m ^2* K ^4]

10

T_infinity = 300 [ K ]

11
12 r_1 = 2.1 e -3 [ m ]
13 r_2 = 3.1 e -3 [ m ]
14 r_3 = 6.0 e -3 [ m ]
15 r_4 = 10 e -3 [ m ]
16 r_5 = 30 e -3 [ m ]
17
18 L_1 = 3e -3 [ m ]
19 L_2 = 3e -3 [ m ]
20 L_3 = 5e -3 [ m ]
21 L = 18 e -3 [ m ]
22
23

A_inner = 2* pi * r_1 * L

24

A_outer = 2* pi * r_5 * L

25
26

R_Zone1 = ( ln ( r_5 / r_2 ) / k_alu ) /(2* pi * L_1 )

27

R_Zone2 = ( ln ( r_4 / r_2 ) / k_macor + ln ( r_5 / r_4 ) / k_alu ) ...
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28

.../(2* pi * L_2 )

29

R_Zone3 = ( ln ( r_3 / r_2 ) / k_copper + ln ( r_4 / r_3 ) / k_macor ...

30 ...+ ln ( r_5 / r_4 ) / k_alu ) /(2* pi * L_3 )
31

R_Zone4 = ( ln ( r_2 / r_1 ) / k_alumina ) /(2* pi * L )

32
33

R_t_cond = R_Zone4 + 1/(2/ R_Zone1 + 2/ R_Zone2 + 1/ R_Zone3 )

34
35 q = q_dprime * A_inner
36 q = ( T_1 - T_2 ) / R_t_cond
37 q = ( T_2 ^4 - T_infinity ^4) *5.67 e -8* epsilon

APPENDIX D: C++ Code for ANSYS Boundary Condition

1 # include " udf . h "
2
3

DEFINE_PROFILE ( flux_dist , thread , position )

4 {
5 real x [ ND_ND ];
6

face_t f ;

7 real tmin , tmax , d ;
8
9 tmin = 298.0;
10 tmax = 323.0;
11 d = 0.018;
12
13
14

begin_f_loop (f , thread )
{
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15

F_CENTROID (x ,f , thread ) ;

16

F_PROFILE (f , thread , position ) = 36.9*(1/(.0018* sqrt←(2*3.1415) ) ) * exp ( - pow ( x [0] -.009 ,2) /(2* pow (.0018 ,2) ) )←;

17
18

}
end_f_loop (f , thread )

19 }
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